Test Your Local Choir IQ
Across
6 Katherine FitzGibbon conducts this Ensemble
11 Opposite of down
12 Portland's first openly LGBTQ choir, shortly
14 Once called "gym class," it's now called ___
15 NASA is an example of an ___, this form of abbreviation
19 Conductor of 54 down, Ethan ___
20 Conductor of In Medio, one of Portland's newer choirs
23 "I do not like green eggs and ___"
24 ____ Holmquist conducts Festival Chorale Oregon, now in its 43rd year
26 Figure skating edge jump; don't try a triple at home
32 The first 8 letters of 1 down translates to this in English
34 Jason Sabino conducts this Hillsboro-based choir
37 A note to follow sol
40 A core muscle
43 Alissa ____ and Wendy______ ....put 'em together and you get the co-leaders of PDX Symphonic Choir
45 Bach Cantata Choir founder and conductor, Ralph ____
48 Hold tightly
49 David _____ conducts the 1 across ensemble
51 Back and forth, to and ____
56 "Among women" is the English translation of this choir directed by 39 down
58 Janet _____ teams up with co-conductor April B Duvic to direct Reprise Choir
59 Mary _____ was the 2021-22 interim conductor of 12 across
62 Pronoun to accompany him/his
63 Swedish pop group founded in 1972

Down
2 To preserve video or sound, push this button, in brief
3 To mimic or copy
4 "___ es Petrus"; Latin for you
5 For a massage, a mud pack, or a steam bath, go to a ___
7 A long period of time
8 Unit of electrical resistance
9 Prior to CDs and cassettes, we had these
10 Locale of choir conducted by 66 across
13 Bach's great "__ in B minor"
14 Here to stay; also a salon curl
16 Jacob Funk conducts this choir that goes into schools, ____ in Schola
17 Oprah Winfrey's Network
18 Mia Miller recently retired as conductor of this PDX choir for young people, shortly
21 Biblical garden
22 Guild of Screen Actors, shortly
25 A performance that's historically informed is called this, shortly
27 Popular building block toy
28 Remains of a fire
29 "Now I get it!"
30 Conductor of Cantores in Ecclesia and William Byrd Festival choir
31 "Like ____ for Chocolate," or music for King George I by Handel
33 Chicago's above-ground tracks
35 Not even
36 Stephen Galvan conducts Beaverton's ___ Sing Choir, homophonously
38 Nicole ____ succeeded Howard Meharg as conductor of Chor Anno
39 Conductor of 56 across, Anna ____
41 To ___ or not to ___
42 George Gershwin's "I ___ Rhythm"
Paul Klemme conducts the 37-year-old Master Chorus, located in the valley.

Samuel Barber rearranged his "Agnus ___" for choir.

To burst open, or do what Mount St. Helens did in 1980.

One who makes music with their voice.

Rebecca Parsons is now director of the women's choir.

19 across conducts this choir, shortly.

It can be a word for food or a destructive beetle larva.

A popular light-colored beer.

_____paso is the production company of actor Clint Eastwood, who turned 92 last month.

Center for Disease Control, shortly.

Tree in the evergreen family, prominent in England.

_____ Holbrook portrayed Mark Twain for six decades.

They eat, they have eaten, they (already) ____

Yes, in español.